Few studies have investigated the efficacy of repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) treatment for negative symptoms of schizophrenia, reporting inconsistent results. We aimed to investigate whether 10 Hz stimulation of the bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during 3 weeks enhances treatment effects.
Introduction
Negative symptoms of schizophrenia include apathy, anhedonia, blunted affect, alogia, and avolition. These symptoms are an important predictor of poor functional outcome [111] [112] [113] by negatively influencing patients' ability to perform activities of daily living, or maintain stable relationships and employment. Although a majority of schizophrenia patients suffer from negative symptoms, current treatment options yield disappointing results. [3] [4] [5] Studies have suggested that dysfunctioning of the prefrontal cortex, in particular hypofunctioning of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), may be part of the pathophysiology of negative symptoms. 24, [114] [115] [116] Neuroimaging studies have found negative symptoms to be associated with left DLPFC, 117 and right DLPFC dysfunction, 22, 24 and also with bilateral DLPFC dysfunction. 23, 25 Also, several studies have found negative symptoms to be associated with a diminished blood flow in the fronto-parietal brain circuits. 25, 33 Impairment of fronto-striatal brain circuits has also been implicated in negative symptoms of schizophrenia. 118 In conclusion, hypoactivity of the DLPFC and dysfunctioning of the frontal-parietal and fronto-striatal brain network may be associated with negative symptoms of schizophrenia.
The neuromodulation technique repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) may be useful in adjusting impaired functioning within the fronto-parietal and frontostriatal networks. rTMS is a relatively safe and non-invasive method 43 that uses alternating magnetic fields to induce an electric current in the underlying brain tissue. By administering high frequency rTMS to the DLPFC it is possible to increase brain activity locally and in connected brain areas. Animal studies have found that high frequency rTMS resulted in persistent effects on NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) and 5-HT1A (5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 1A) binding sites, 119 up regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors in the frontal cortex, down regulation of these receptors in the striatum and down regulation of 5-HT2 receptors in the frontal cortex. 120 In healthy humans, several positron emission tomography studies have been performed after rTMS was administered to the DLPFC. One study found rTMS of the DLPFC to increase regional cerebral blood flow in several prefrontal cortical areas apart from the directly stimulated area, including the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. 121 Another study found rTMS of the DLPFC moderated dopamine release in the ipsilateral caudate nucleus. 44 Finally, one study found that rTMS of the left DLPFC modulated aspects of tryptophan/5-HT metabolism in limbic areas. 122 So, besides increasing brain activity of prefrontal cortical areas, rTMS of the DLPFC may also modulate brain metabolism in the prefrontal cortex, the limbic lobe and in the striatum, which in turn may positively influence negative symptoms of schizophrenia.
In 1999 the first pilot study was performed using rTMS of the prefrontal cortex to improve negative symptoms. 71 Subsequently, a number of studies have been conducted, mostly targeting the left DLPFC. Recently, three meta-analyses on rTMS treatment for negative symptoms of schizophrenia were published. One meta-analysis of 7 studies, found a trend for improvement of negative symptoms. 47 The other, including 9 studies, found a small to medium positive effect.
45 Sub-analyses revealed that a longer treatment duration (≥ 3 weeks) at a frequency of 10 Hz enhanced treatment effects. 45 The third, including 13 studies, found a moderate positive effect.
46 Sub-analyses revealed that stimulating the left DLPFC at a frequency of 10 Hz, and at 110% of the motor threshold during 3 consecutive weeks were the best rTMS parameters for the treatment of negative symptoms.
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In this multicenter double-blind randomized controlled trial, we aimed to assess the effect of 3 weeks of 10 Hz rTMS treatment of the bilateral DLPFC for negative symptoms of schizophrenia. Our primary hypothesis was that bilateral high-frequency rTMS would reduce negative symptoms severity more than the sham condition. Our secondary hypothesis was that bilateral high-frequency rTMS would improve cognition, insight, quality of life and mood more than sham stimulation. We administered rTMS to the left DLPFC in the morning and rTMS to the right DLPFC in the afternoon. It has been suggested that a larger number of pulses are more effective. 123 In our study we applied a total amount of 60 000 pulses, which is at least twice the amount of any earlier published rTMS study for negative symptoms. [71] [72] [73] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [124] [125] [126] Negative symptoms were measured using the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) 95 and negative symptoms subscale of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS).
96 Since rTMS might also have an antidepressant effect, 127 we controlled for depressive symptoms as measured by the Montgomery Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MÅDRS).
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Method
Participants
During the period of February 2009 to February 2013, forty-seven participants were recruited from in-and outpatient facilities of the department of psychiatry of the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG) and three regional mental health care institutions (Lentis, GGz Drenthe and GGz Friesland) . Recruitment of the trial ended after inclusion of the required 32 patients for analysis. From the recruited patients, seven did not meet the inclusion criteria and six declined to participate. Two patients withdrew from the study after baseline testing but before randomization, the first due to exacerbation of psychotic symptoms and the second because she thought the rTMS treatment twice daily would be too strenuous. All patients were 18 years or older, and met the DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, which was confirmed by a trained interviewer, using the Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN 2.1).
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Patients were included if they had moderate negative symptoms, i.e. a score of 15 or more on the negative subscale of the PANSS. All patients were stable on medication for six weeks prior to participating in the study and for the duration of the study. Exclusion criteria were rTMS and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contraindications, neurological disorders (e.g. epilepsy), head injury with loss of consciousness in the past, substance dependency within the previous 6 months, previous treatment with rTMS, severe behavioral disorders, inability to provide informed consent and pregnancy. Participants gave oral and written consent after the procedure had been fully explained. The study was executed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki and approved by a licensed local medical ethical committee (METC-UMCG).
There were two treatment locations, one at the UMCG and one at the long-term psychiatric care facility of Lentis in Zuidlaren. In the UMCG, both in-and outpatients (n=23) from the four participating institutions were treated. Outpatients were admitted to an inpatient care unit for the duration of the trial, when daily travel to the UMCG was too demanding. In Zuidlaren, only patients living in the long-term care facilities (n=9) were treated and remained there for the duration of the rTMS treatment.
Study design
The study was a multicenter double-blind randomized controlled trial with two cooperating centers (UMCG and Lentis). Patients were randomized to receive either active (n=16) or sham rTMS (n=16) treatment. Allocation concealment was achieved by using sequentially numbered sealed envelopes, containing tokens that were randomly allocated by an independent colleague. The envelopes were opened just before the first treatment session by the researcher. Only the researcher and the trained nurses who administered the rTMS were aware of the treatment condition. The rater and the patients were blinded to treatment. The rTMS treatment was delivered twice daily. In the morning the left DLPFC was stimulated and in the afternoon the right DLPFC, with a minimum of five hours between two sessions. This interval of 5 hours between sessions was applied to reduce the risk of an epileptic seizure, as 2000 pulses were administered per hemisphere per treatment session. The rTMS treatment was carried out for three weeks, Monday to Friday, for a total of 30 treatment sessions. Clinical ratings were performed at baseline, after the rTMS treatment, at 4 weeks follow-up and at 3 months follow-up. Treating psychiatrists were requested to maintain the treatment constant for the duration of the trial and to report any unforeseen changes in treatment.
All participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire about side effects and which treatment (sham or active treatment) they thought they had received to check for blinding success. After three months, when the trial period had ended, patients were de-blinded to their treatment condition, and offered to receive real treatment if they were allocated to the sham condition.
rTMS protocol
rTMS was administered by using a Medtronic MagPro X100 stimulator (Medtronic, USA) with a 75 mm figure-eight coil. Motor threshold was determined in patients who were allocated to the active treatment condition. We did not determine the motor threshold in the sham group, since it may have de-blinded the participants to their treatment condition. The resting motor threshold is defined as the minimum intensity to induce a noticeable movement of the dominant hand in five out of ten pulses administered on the contralateral primary motor cortex. 130 Patients were stimulated with 20 trains of 10 seconds at a frequency of 10 Hz, with an inter-train interval of 50 seconds. The long duration of stimulation (10 seconds) may increase seizure risk. In order to decrease the risk of an epileptic seizure, stimulation intensity was set at 90% of the motor threshold and the inter-train interval was set at 50 seconds. Thus, per session, 2000 pulses were delivered with a total of 60 000 pulses per treatment course. The F3 and F4 locations from the EEG 10-20 system were used to target the bilateral DLPFC.
131 For sham stimulation, we tilted the coil 90° off the scalp with two wings of the coil touching the scalp.
rTMS treatments were only administered by trained nurses, under medical supervision of a psychiatrist. A physician was always on call and available within 5 minutes in case of any adverse events. Moreover, a rectiole with diazepam was ready in the treatment room.
Clinical measures
Negative symptoms were assessed using the semi-structured interviews SANS and PANSS. The MADRS was administered to rate depressive symptoms. To measure insight, the Birchwood Insight Scale was used.
132 This 8-item self-report scale measures three dimensions of insight: awareness of illness, relabeling of symptoms as pathological, and need for treatment. Quality of life was measured with the World Health Organization Quality of Life-BREF (WHOQOL-BREF). 133 This 26-item self-report questionnaire developed by the WHO generates scores for the physical, psychological, social, and environmental domains. Two additional questions cover the subject's overall perception of quality of life and the subject's overall health perception.
Neuropsychological tests
A number of neuropsychological tests were conducted to assess cognitive functioning at baseline, post-treatment and at 4 weeks follow-up. Besides processing speed and memory as a general index of brain function, tests were selected with a focus on executive functioning (i.e. relying on frontal cortex function). For the semantic verbal fluency, the categories animals and professions were applied. For the letter fluency task three parallel versions were used with similar levels of difficulty. Premorbid intelligence was estimated with the National Adult Reading TestNederlandse Leestest voor Volwassenen (NART-NLV) 139 and level of education was defined according to the scoring system of Verhage.
140 Raw scores were converted to standardized scores using normative data provided in the test manual.
fMRI procedure
An fMRI scan was made before and after three weeks of rTMS treatment, the results of the fMRI analyses will be discussed in other papers.
Power calculation
We performed a power calculation prior to inclusion to determine sample size. A previous study using the most similar study design and rTMS parameters 77 found significant treatment effects measured with the SANS and PANSS negative symptom subscale, with an effect size of 1.21. By including 16 subjects in each condition, a power of > 0.91 would be achieved.
Data analysis
Differences in demographic characteristics and baseline data between the two treatment groups were tested with independent t tests. Chi-square tests were applied to the nominal variables and the Mann-Whitney U test to test for differences in antipsychotic medication dose.
For the SANS, the negative symptom subscale of the PANSS, the MADRS, the Birchwood insight scale, the WHOQOL-BREF, and the neuropsychological tests, a population-averaged linear mixed model was fitted to the data after baseline. The three repeated measures (post-treatment, 4 weeks follow-up, 3 months follow-up) of each patient were treated as observations from a three-dimensional normal distribution, using time as categorical variable and assuming an unstructured covariance matrix. To correct for differences at baseline we included the baseline scores as a covariate in the analyses of all outcome measures. In order to correct for the effect of rTMS on depressive symptoms, each subjects' three post-treatment scores on the MADRS were added as a covariate in the analysis of the SANS and for the negative subscale of the PANSS. For each analysis, we investigated whether the effect of treatment was consistent during the follow-up periods, which we tested with a group-by-time interaction in the post-treatment scores. If the effect of treatment did not differ between the time periods, we assumed that the effect of treatment remained constant on all time points after treatment. A p-value of 0.05 was chosen as the criterion for statistical significance. All analyses were conducted with IBM SPSS Statistics 20.0 (USA).
In addition, we conducted an exploratory analysis on quality of life as measured by the WHOQOL-BREF excluding patients from our analysis with very poor insight, because we assumed patients with high disease insight were able to realize changes in their restrictions in daily living more clearly than patients with low insight.
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Trial registration
The trial is registered in the Nederlands Trial Register under the name of 'Effect of high frequency rTMS on negative symptoms and cognitive functioning in schizophrenia' (no. NTR1261; http://www.trialregister.nl/trialreg/admin/rctview.asp?TC=1261). The full trial protocol is available from the corresponding author. Table 1 shows the demographic and baseline clinical characteristics of the 32 participants. Mean age was significantly higher in the active group (mean = 41.8, S.D.= 11.6) than in the sham group (mean = 32.3, S.D.= 9.7) (p=0.02). Also, a significant difference in baseline SANS scores (p=0.049) between the active (mean = 56.6, S.D.= 15.7) and the sham (mean = 44.6, S.D.= 17.3) group was found. Finally, there was a significant difference in baseline PANSS General Psychopathology (p=0.03) between the active (mean = 34.8, S.D.= 8) and the sham (mean = 29.2, S.D.= 5.2) group. There were no significant differences in the remaining characteristics. 
Results
Demographic and clinical characteristics
rTMS safety, tolerability and blinding
All participants tolerated the rTMS treatment well and completed the entire trial. No serious adverse events occurred. Common reported side effects were twitching of the facial muscles during rTMS stimulation and transient mild headache after rTMS stimulation. The blinding process was successful, since in both groups ten patients thought they had received the active rTMS treatment, five patients thought they had received sham stimulation and one patient did not know which treatment he or she was allocated to. Figure 1 shows the estimated means of the SANS scores over time, corrected for baseline SANS and MADRS. Figure 2 shows the percentage change between the baseline and the mean of the post-treatment measurements for the active and sham groups. Table 2 displays the scores on the clinical outcome measures at all four time points and the results of the statistical analysis.
Primary outcome measure: Negative symptoms
Figure 1. Total Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) scores at baseline, posttreatment, 4 weeks and 3 months per treatment arm, corrected for baseline SANS (50.63) and Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) (17.6). Data are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars.
sham stimulation active stimulation A significant improvement of negative symptoms as evaluated with the SANS in the active group compared to the sham group up to 3 months follow-up (p=0.03, F=5.33) was found. In the post-treatment period, there was no significant group by time interaction and therefore the effect was considered consistent across the complete post-treatment period (p=0.71). The post-treatment SANS scores were 7.6 points lower in the active group as compared to the sham group, a reduction of 15%. Without correcting for depressive symptoms, the effect remained significant (p=0.049, F=4.19) .
There was no significant improvement on the PANSS negative symptom scores (p=0.19, F=1.84). This lack of effect was consistent across the complete post-treatment period (p=0.93). Table 3 shows the scores on all the neuropsychological tests and the results of the statistical analysis. Most tests showed no differences. A significant improvement of semantic verbal fluency was found in the active group (n=10) compared to the sham group (n=9) up to 4 weeks follow-up (p=0.006, F=9.31). As there was no significant group by time interaction in the post-treatment period, the effect was considered consistent across the complete posttreatment period (p=0.15). Post-treatment, the active group improved 20.9% more on the semantic Verbal Fluency Test as compared with the sham group. However, no significant improvements were found for phonemic verbal fluency, or on the other neurocognitive tests. Data are given as mean (standard deviation).
Secondary outcome measures: Cognition, mood, quality of life and insight
There was no significant difference between the active and the sham group on depressive symptoms as measured with the MADRS up to 3 months follow-up (p=0.79). Furthermore, treatment did not affect quality of life as measured with the WHOQOL-BREF in the whole sample. However, exploratory analysis excluding four patients with very poor insight as defined by a baseline score on the Birchwood insight scale of 2.5 or less, revealed a significant improvement (p=0.03, F=5.01) up to 3 months follow-up on overall perception of health in the active group (n=14) as compared with the sham group (n=14). There was no significant group by time interaction in the post-treatment period; thus the effect was consistent across the complete post-treatment period (p=0.39). The post-treatment overall perception of health scores were 13.5 points higher in the active group than in the sham group, an increase of 25.2%.
A significant difference on the Birchwood Insight Scale (p=0.01, F=7.31) was found, and this effect was consistent across the complete post-treatment period (p=0.98). This effect was caused on the one hand by an improvement of insight in the active group after rTMS and on the other hand by a decrease in insight in the sham group. Sub-analysis revealed a significant difference on the four-item subscale measuring the awareness of the need for treatment. In the active group the awareness of the need for treatment increased and in the sham group the awareness decreased (p=0.01). No significant differences were found on the subscales awareness of illness (p=0.24) and relabeling of symptoms as pathological (p=0.13). 
Discussion
Confirming our primary hypotheses, we found a significant improvement of negative symptoms as measured with the SANS after 3 weeks of 10 Hz bilateral rTMS of the DLPFC up to 3 months follow-up compared to sham rTMS. A post-treatment reduction of 15% on the SANS was found in the active group as compared with sham. Considering the long follow-up period of three months and the clinical characteristics of the included patients [many patients had a long duration of illness and were prescribed high dosages of (multiple) antipsychotics], this effect is of considerable relevance, as it is proof-of-principle evidence of the potential of rTMS to improve negative symptoms. The blinding was successful and no data of the SANS, PANSS and MADRS were lost at follow-up. Secondary outcome measures included cognition, mood, quality of life and insight. Cognitive performance in both the sham and the active groups improved to a similar extent during follow-up, which might be due to a learning effect. Importantly, the treatment did not result in adverse effects on cognitive functioning, an issue that often rises in the context of other brain stimulation techniques. 143, 144 Furthermore, rTMS may even have some beneficial effects on cognitive functioning since we found a significant improvement on the semantic verbal fluency test in the active group compared to sham. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) studies in schizophrenia patients have shown the Verbal Fluency Test to be a very sensitive task to measure prefrontal functioning. 145, 146 Possibly, this task is also more sensitive to detect improved prefrontal functioning than the other cognitive measures. Finally, we found a significant difference on the Birchwood Insight Scale. This was due to an improvement of insight in the active group and a decrease in insight after sham rTMS and therefore more difficult to interpret. Especially the awareness of the need for treatment increased in the active group but decreased in the sham group. Perhaps this can partially be attributed to fluctuations in insight characteristics for patients with schizophrenia on the one hand and the rTMS treatment effect on the other hand. Notably, frontal areas have been implicated in lack of insight, 147 adding to the plausibility of change through increased activation of dorsolateral prefrontal areas. No significant improvement on quality of life and mood was found.
Meta-analyses have confirmed the efficacy of rTMS treatment over the DLPFC for major depressive disorder.
148 It could be argued that a putative improvement of negative symptoms in schizophrenia may be due to an improvement of depressive symptoms. Therefore, we controlled for a possible antidepressant effect of rTMS by correcting for change in depressive symptoms. The results showed improvement of the SANS scores to be irrespective of the observed changes in depressive symptoms.
From a clinical perspective, it is interesting to know more about the durability of the effect of rTMS on negative symptoms. The present trial is the first to study the effectiveness with such a long follow-up period. Only one previous randomized controlled trial had a follow-up period of 6 weeks, 84 but found no effect of a 2-week rTMS treatment at 20 Hz. Two other studies included a follow-up period of 4 weeks, 76,82 one applying low frequency rTMS found no effect, 82 and another study by Schneider et al., 76 with quite similar treatment parameters as in our study, found a significant treatment effect that lasted up to 4 weeks follow-up. All other randomized controlled trials did not include follow-up measures of more than two weeks.
Studies on rTMS treatment of depression have suggested a higher efficacy with a greater number of rTMS pulses. 123, 149 Our study administered at least twice the amount of pulses than in earlier published rTMS studies for negative symptoms, namely a total of 60 000 pulses (30 000 per hemisphere). Two studies applied a total amount of 30 000 pulses, 15 000 per hemisphere, but found no significant effect. 80, 124 Two other studies applied a total amount of 22 500 pulses to the left DLPFC and both found a significant improvement after rTMS. 77, 126 All other studies administered fewer pulses. Of these studies, three randomized controlled trials found a significant improvement of negative symptoms 72, 73, 76 and six randomized controlled trials found no significant effect. 76, [81] [82] [83] [84] 150 In conclusion, applying a greater amount of pulses may indeed enhance treatment effects.
rTMS was applied bilaterally in this study. In two earlier studies, bilateral rTMS was applied, but these studies did not find any significant improvement of negative symptoms, 80, 124 although one study did find a trend of improvement on the autistic preoccupation scale of the PANSS. 80 In these studies the right and left DLPFC were treated during a single session, whereas in our study, the left DLPFC was treated in the morning and the right DLPFC in the afternoon. Interestingly, one study performed among healthy volunteers found inhibition of the left DLPFC impaired striatal dopamine neurotransmission but inhibition of the right DLPFC did not result in impaired striatal dopamine neurotransmission. 151 In addition, the evidence for left DLPFC hypoactivity in schizophrenia is more extensive than for right DLPFC hypoactivity. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis found the treatment site of the left DLPFC to be the best rTMS parameter for negative symptoms. 46 Thus, perhaps treatment effect in our study can be primarily attributed to the rTMS treatment of the left DLPFC.
Although rTMS treatment appeared to positively affect the negative symptoms in terms of the SANS scores, this effect was not confirmed by the scores on the PANSS negative subscale. This may be due to low statistical power, considering the relatively small sample size. In addition, it has been suggested that the SANS is a more sensitive measurement of negative symptoms than the negative subscale of the PANSS. 103, 152 The SANS covers multiple domains and multiple items per domain and is thus considered to be a more extensive and reliable measure of negative symptoms than the PANSS negative subscale.
102 Also, a recent meta-analysis found the effect size generated from studies using the SANS was consistently larger (0.80) when compared to the effect size generated from studies using the PANSS (0.41).
46 Indeed, only a moderate correlation between the SANS and the negative subscale 3 of the PANSS has been observed. 153 This can be explained by the fact that the seven items of the PANSS negative subscale do not seem to cover negative symptoms completely. 15 Recently, a new tool for assessing negative symptoms designed for use in clinical trials has been developed, namely the Brief Negative Symptom Scale (BNSS), which has a strong inter-rater, test-retest, and internal consistency.
154 Also, recent findings suggest the Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS) is most useful in discriminating depressive symptoms from negative symptoms.
155 Future studies may benefit by also using the BNSS to measure negative symptoms and by using the CDSS instead of the MADRS for measuring depressive symptoms.
A potential limitation of the present study include the differences between the active and sham groups at baseline. Despite randomization, the groups differed on age, baseline PANSS General Psychopathology and baseline SANS scores. As we had a small sample size, the risk of bias and imbalance is greater. Stratification during randomization would have decreased this risk. To correct for the imbalance, we included the baseline scores in all our analyses as a covariate, hereby increasing the precision of our treatment effect estimate. However, regression to the mean cannot entirely be ruled out. Still, our participants have been sick for a long time, and negative symptoms are relatively stable over time. Combined with the fact that our results are in line with previous positive findings, 45, 46 the improvement seen in the active rTMS group cannot completely be attributed to regression to the mean.
Another potential limitation includes the small sample size and the heterogeneity of the group. Ideally, research is conducted among a larger and more homogeneous sample. We focused on recruiting patients with negative symptoms. Considering that one of the main features of negative symptoms is lack of motivation, it was difficult to recruit these patients for our trial. By including both outpatients and patients living in long-term care facilities we were able to complete our inclusion. Future research should preferably include a larger number of patients, perhaps by performing larger multicenter trials.
An important issue to address is the method of sham stimulation. In our study, we applied sham TMS by tilting the coil 90º. This method has been demonstrated to induce some voltage in the brain, albeit 73% less than active TMS.
108 However, the same study found the 90º sham condition to be devoid of biological effects and this form of sham stimulation did not elicit motor-evoked potentials.
108 Also, with this method of sham stimulation there is some scalp stimulation. Recently, new sham coils have been developed, which use builtin electrodes to replicate scalp sensation. 156 This method of sham stimulation is preferred as it does not create a significant magnetic field, 156 and both patient and rTMS administrator can more easily be kept blind to the treatment condition.
In conclusion, we found a significant reduction of negative symptoms after a threeweek trial of bilateral prefrontal 10 Hz rTMS. Overall, the active group improved on several domains compared with the sham group. The rTMS treatment was well tolerated and no serious adverse events occurred. This study was conducted among a relatively small group of patients of whom many were chronically and severely ill, often using high dosages of (multiple) psychopharmaceutical drugs. Applying rTMS treatment to patients with a short duration of schizophrenia or patients using antipsychotic monotherapy in a low dose may enhance treatment effects. Future studies should include a larger number of patients, preferably in a mulicentre setting. Combining rTMS treatment with neuroimaging will provide more information about neural effects. Finally, more studies are needed to find the optimum in rTMS parameter settings.
